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Introduction
We all k o ho the sa k o ledge is po e , ight? Well, ega dless of ho li héd the state e t
might be, the fact of the matter is that it holds t ue i all alks of life…including bodybuilding. Training,
nutrition, supplements and mind set are all important aspects that one needs to consider if they are to
succeed at building; but the fact remains that perhaps the most important thing for succeeding as a
bodybuilder is to know how to put it all together.
Being a personal trainer, many a times I see fitness enthusiasts spending hours at the gym, but to no
avail. No matter what they do, they are simply unable to witness any real muscle gains—except,
perhaps, for an odd pump in the biceps. Why is that the case? Well, the fact of the matter is that a
ajo it of the populatio
o gl thi ks that hitti g the g
ea s that the ’ll e a le to it ess
us le gai s i ti e at all. The , ho e e , ould ’t e e e
o e istake !
When you talk a out uildi g, I’ he e to tell you that it is no less than an aesthetic combination of art
and science. Art because it leads to something beautiful and aesthetic, a d s ie e e ause the e’s a lot
more at work then what might meet the eye. While muscle training is what, apparently, appears to be
ge e ati g esults, it’s i po ta t to ote that othi g a a hie ed ithout the inclusion of the right
mix of nutrients. And when you consider the important role having the right mind set plays in the thick
of thi gs, ou’ e got to sa that it’d e othi g sho t of a istake to go head o i to the o ld of
bodybuilding without having done some work in the background.
When you take it all into perspective, you come to the realization that bodybuilding is nothing else than
the name of maintenance of a balance among the factors that have already been discussed. And when
you talk about maintaining the right balance, the e’s o a fo ou to de the i po ta t role
k o ledge pla s i the path of fi di g the ight ala e . Rega dless of hethe ou eed to gai
weight or lose it, the fact of the matter is that you cannot achieve anything without knowing what needs
to be done and whether it will work for you. And that, my friends, comes with knowledge.
So, do you wish to get the most out of your sessions at the gym? Are you looking for some knowledge
from a personal trainer? Well, the purpose of this book is to help you achieve just that. So buckle up!
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Chapter 1: Why Compound Lifts Are Important To Your Workout
Routines

Many a times I see fitness enthusiasts focusing extravagantly on single muscle exercises, without much
effect. If you are one of such individuals then it might be time for you to change your workout routine a
bit and shift your focus to the compound muscle exercises. Let me tell you a few reasons why:

Improves the Coordination of Muscles
One of the most important reasons why I stress upon the incorporation of compound movements in
your workout routines lies in how such movements involve the movement of multiple muscles. What
this means is that the timing and functioning of muscles around a joint is improved. For instance, an
exercise like squat moves the hips in all three planes (if done correctly). This ensures that all of the
muscles are able to work together better!

Enhances Burning of Calories
The advice of this personal trainer for such individuals who are looking to cut some weight would be for
the to fo us o o pou d o e e ts. It’s e ause compound exercises can accomplish wonders for
your cause. Why? Well, compound exercises engage multiple muscles, which consequently cause our
bodies to need more oxygen. When you consider how we burn five calories—give or take—to inhale one
lit e of o ge , it’s o l logi al that the e ui e e t fo o e o ge ill u e e
o e alo ies.
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The Cardiovascular Training Benefit
The purpose of getting involved in cardiovascular training is to improve the pumping function of the
heart, as a whole, right? While I recommend activities like running and cycling for this purpose, the fact
of the matter is that compound exercises can play a part as well. It is because, as compared to the
singular muscle exercises, compound movements involve a significant amount of muscle tissue which
does wonders for such fitness enthusiasts who are looking to gain a little cardiovascular training benefit
on side as well.

Improves the Efficiency of Movements
Ask a pe so al t ai e a out the pu pose of o ki g out a d the ’ll i
ediatel epl , To i p o e the
ualit of life . Training only one muscle group at a time might get that muscle group all pumped up but
it does nothing to improve the quality of your life. It’s e ause it ill ause ou od to o e i a
awkward robotic movement, owing to how targeting a single muscle group at a time does nothing to
enhance the coordination of the muscles. Compound movements, on the other hand, can help fitness
enthusiasts in coordinating their muscles.
So, owing to the above mentioned reasons, I—as well as other personal trainers—recommend clients to
focus more on compound movements rather than the usual single muscle exercises.
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Chapter 2: How Squats Benefit Your Body

One of the biggest surprises for me, as a personal trainer, lies in how a majority of the people who
des i e the sel es as fit ess lo e s do ’t take thei s uats se iousl . Well, I’ he e to tell you that you
a ot e a t ue fit ess lo e ithout i o po ati g s uats i to ou t ai i g s hedule. He e’s h :

Strength Building
An important benefit of squats lies in how they are helpful in building up the overall strength of the
body. Squats are extremely effective, especially when it comes to stimulating strength and size
throughout your body, owing to how the exercise requires you to bear large amount of weight. Believe
me when I say that squats alone can accomplish wonders when it comes to the development of an
impressive lower body. A d that’s a fa t!

Improves Functionality
The pursuit of personal training for looking good is fine. To a personal trainer like me, however, training
means a little more than a mere pursuit for vanity. If you think about it, you, too, will realize that
exercise is of no use if it does ’t e ha e the ualit of ou life. O e of the ost i po ta t
determinants of the quality of life you live is the condition of your body. A majority of the muscle
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building exercises offer nothing more than a pump in the muscles. Unlike such training exercises, squats
actually improve the functionality of your body, enabling you to live a life that is of much better quality.

Reduces Risk of Injuries
Are you of the opinion that squats are bad for your knees and joints? If the answer is yes, then I’ he e
to tell you that squats are only bad for your knees IF they are performed with an improper form. When
pe fo ed ith the p ope fo , s uats a do o de s fo st e gthe i g a pe so ’s onnective
tissues, ligaments and muscles. I recommend squats for athletes, in particular, for they decrease their
risks of injuries manifold.

Enhances Core Strength
Personal trainers will tell you that it requires a lot of effort from the muscles for the purpose of keeping
ou od i the p ope shape a d fo . If ou pe fo s uats like the ’ e supposed to e pe fo ed
keepi g the od up ight a d lo e a k suppo ted , ou’ll ealize that your core strength will improve
over the course of time. This improvement in core strength will not only protect your body from future
injuries but also do wonders for improving your performance on other exercises.
When you consider all that squats ha e got to offe , it’d e othi g sho t of foolish to lea e them out of
your workout plan. So, the next time you hit the gym, take your pe so al t ai e ’s ad i e a d do ’t
forget the squats!
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Chapter 3: How to Take Your Deadlifts to the Next Level

When you speak of the most popular compound exercises, deadlifts are perhaps at the top of the list.
However, over my years as a personal trainer, I have realized that individuals often fail to make use of all
that deadlifts have got to offer. Here are some of the ways, therefore, for you to take your deadlifts to
the next level:

Master the Technique
One of the biggest mistakes that I see a lot of inexperienced fitness enthusiasts make when they begin
exercising is that they focus too much on the weights that they are lifting rather than their techniques.
What this means is that their primary focus is on lifting more weight. While such a strategy can, perhaps,
work with other movements, it can certai l ot o k ith deadlifts. Wh ? It’s e ause deadlifts a e
o e a out the te h i ue tha the eight that ou’ e lifti g. Taki g o a hea ie eight ithout the
perfect technique or a personal trainer will not only bear no results but make you prone to severe back
injuries at the same time!

Be Efficient With Your Reps
Deadlifts work up multiple muscle groups of your body, meaning that they induce a lot more stress and
fatigue as compared to other exercises. Bearing that in mind, I recommended fitness enthusiasts to be
efficient with the number of reps that they put into every set. Putting in too many reps of deadlifts has
got the potential of fatiguing you to such an extent that you might be unable to recover in time for your
next session of heavy lifting. None of us wants that to happen, right?
6

Know Your Sticking Points
A sticking point is a point during your deadlift motions where you tend to get consistently. I constantly
stress upon the importance for you to not only know about your sticking points but to also bear in mind
that it’s of ut ost i po ta e fo the to e take a e of. This can be done by including such exercises
in your personal training program that can help you in getting over these sticking points. For instance,
I’d ad ise a person who is weak from the floor to include deficit deadlifts in the workout regime.
When it comes to deadlifts, the fact of the matter is that the problem of every individual is unique to
so e e te t. It’s e o
e ded, the efo e, fo ou to a ail the help of your personal trainer to get your
deadlifts on the right track!
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Chapter 4: Why Dumbbell Press Is What You Need For Building Your
Pecs

Whe it o es to su h i di iduals ho a e e to the o ld of e e isi g, it’s othi g sho t of a fa t
that they tend to focus more on some exercises rather than the others. Dumbbell press is one of the
many exercises that are, thus, ignored, in my years of experience as a personal trainer. If you ask for my
opi io o the atte , ho e e , I’ll tell ou that dumbbell press is an exercise that has got several
e efits to offe , espe iall he it o es to the uildi g of ou pe to al us les. He e’s h :

Brings Muscle Discrepancies into Light
One of the major reasons why I advocate for dumbbell press, over bench press, lies in how the former
brings glaring muscle imbalances into light. Regardless of whether you choose to admit it or not, it’s a
fact that muscle imbalances are common. These muscle imbalances are compensated for, in the case of
bench press, owing to how the stronger side of the body pitches in for the weaker side. And what does
that result into? Well, it results into a further increase in the imbalance. Dumbbell press, on the other
hand, ensures that such imbalances are brought into light so that they might be taken care of.

Works Up Your Pecs More
Another reason why I recommend dumbbell press for building up pectorals lies in how dumbbell press
works up your pectoral muscles more. Why? Well, it is because dumbbell presses require you to bring
your arms together for completing a rep. This movement of the arms is what is responsible for the
smoking of your pectorals. Be h p ess, o the othe ha d, does ’t i ol e su h o e e t of the a s
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coming together, for it only requires you to move your arms up and down. This is the reason why I—as
well as other personal trainers—do ’t e o
e d e h p ess to su h fit ess e thusiasts ho need to
focus on their pectorals more.

Easier On the Triceps
You o ’t fi d a pe so al t ai e s a gui g agai st the sa tit of a t aining schedule. When it comes
to training plans, I recommend fitness enthusiast to follow up on their chest exercises with exercises
targeted at their triceps. Another reason, therefore, for you to focus more on dumbbell pressing lies in
how dumbbell p esses a e easie o the pe so ’s t i eps. Fo a i di idual fo usi g o the de elop e t
of his pe to al us les, hat this ea s is that he’ll ot o l e getti g the ost fo his pe to als ut,
at the same time, be able to perform better on his exercises for triceps.

Getting the Most for Your Core
For people who are concerned about working out their pectoral muscles, I sometimes advise the onearm du
ell p ess as the ou se of a tio , o i g to ho it’s got the a ilit of uildi g up ou o e
strength as well. If ou’ e i t igued, the ou should k o that ou a e plo the o e-arm dumbbell
e h p ess fo getti g the ost out of ou o kouts fo ou o e. Ho ? Well, it is e ause the e’s
every possibility of you ending up flat on the floor if your core refuses to work overtime, when it comes
to the one-arm dumbbell press. This can accomplish wonders for such athletes, in particular, who need
to make use of rotational movements.
When you take it all into perspective, you realize that the dumbbell press has got a lot more to offer
than what you might have initially thought. So, the next time you wish to build up your pectorals, do ’t
you dare hold on to that barbell!
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Chapter 5: Why You Need To Spend More Time on the Rowing Machines

When you speak of machines that are usually ignored at the gym by a majority of the population, the
o i g a hi e is ight up the e. Wh ? Well, it’s e ause a ajo it of the i di iduals a e u a a e of all
that it has got to offer. Here are some of the reasons why I recommend clients to spend time on the
rowing machine:

Lower Impact on the Joints
Exercises on the rowing machine offer, generally, a low impact workout. This is why I consider them
perfect for such individuals who might be experiencing problems with their joints or are past their
outh. Wh ? Well, it’s e ause o i g is a atu al otio fo the od , hi h is h it does ’t e ui e
the body to undergo any unneeded stress. Considering how rowing works out a lot of muscle groups
without putting a lot of stress, I often use it to ease the newer fitness enthusiasts into the regular
exercise routine as well.

Great for Burning Calories
Regardless of how simplistic the exercises on the rowing machine might appear, as compared to some of
the others, the fact of the atte is that the ’ e g eat fo u i g alo ies. This is the reason why I
encourage people who are looking to cut off weight to spend time on the rowing machine. From my
knowledge, you can burn as much as 600 calories by spending an hour on the rowing machine. When
you compare this to the other routes that people take for burning calories—such as the static cycle—
you realize that the rowing machine allows you to get more for your time at the gym.
10

Boosted Endurance
Regardless of how low-stressed time on the rowing machine might be; the fa t of the atte is that it’s
still exhausting. This is the reason why personal trainers—like yours truly—recommend it to such
individuals who need to boost their stamina and endurance. Spending regular time on the rowing
machine has got the potential of replacing fatigue with impressive stamina over the course of time. And
stamina, in my opinion, is imperative if you wish to get the most out of your gym sessions—as well as
your life!
From being a wonderful aerobic workout to minimizing the risk of injuries, there are several other
reasons why your personal trainer might advise you to incorporate rowing machine into your exercise
routine. You better listen!
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Chapter 6: Are You Looking For Strong Shoulder?
When it comes to compound lifts, the overhead shoulder press is
one of the exercises that I recommend the most. From building
shoulder muscles to protecting them injuries to ensuring that you
are able to make the most of other exercises, there are a number of
reasons for you to regularly perform overhead shoulder pressing:

Full Body Workout
One of the most important reasons why I recommend the overhead
shoulder press to clients lies in how the exercise is able to work out
the entire body. Regardless of how much it might appear as an
upper body exercise from a distance, the fact of the matter is that
overhead shoulder press is able to work out not only your shoulders,
triceps, upper chest and upper back but it is also able to stimulate
your core and lower body muscles. It is because the correct
technique of overhead shoulders press—one that is preached by
personal trainers—requires your core and lower body muscles to be
isostatically flexed.

Improves Your Bench Press
We all know how all of our muscles are interrelated, right? A manifestation of this lies in how the
overhead shoulders press does wonders for the cause of your bench pressing. The overhead bench press
trains many of the muscles that are involved in bench press, with a focus on the shoulders and triceps.
I—as a personal trainer—can tell you that shoulders and triceps are the two most important muscles
when it comes to getting the most out of your bench pressing sessions.

Protects Your Shoulders
Another reason why I recommend overhead shoulder press to clients lies in how this exercise is able to
boost the health of your shoulders. When done correctly, the overhead shoulder press can protect your
shoulders from a lot of injuries. It is because not only does the overhead shoulder press make your
shoulder muscles stronger but it trains your anterior deltoid, lateral deltoid and posterior deltoid evenly,
which is imperative if you wish to maintain a proper balance of muscles.
So, if ou’ e looki g fo st o g shoulde s, o e head shoulde p ess is the ad isa le a to go!
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Chapter 7: The Rep Range You Need for Building Muscle

People often ask their personal trainers about the number of reps that they should be continuously
hitting for building the most muscle. Here is my assessment on the matter of number of reps and what
you can get out of them:

The Case for High Reps (15 or More)
When you talk about building muscles, high reps are certainly not the way to go about it. It is because
the amount of load that you are usually able to bear in exercises with a high number of reps is
insufficient for working out the type-2 muscle fibres. For those who might not know, the type-2 muscle
fibres are where the most potential for growth lies. The thing with type-2 muscle fibres, however, is that
they only respond to heavy weights, which is not the case in exercises with a high number of reps. This is
the reason why I recommend high reps for people who are looking to build up their endurance and not
their muscle mass.

The Case for Low Reps (5 or Less)
As a personal trainer, I have seen a lot of people adopting a power lifting approach, according to which
they struggle through their sets with weights set at their one-rep maxes. While such an approach builds
st e gth a d us le, the fa t of the atte is that it does ’t fulfil the pote tial fo us le g o th. It is
13

because muscle-fibre growth depends a lot upon the amount of time a muscle spends under stress and
te sio . This is the easo h I do ’t ad ise sho t sets ith hea
eights fo us le uildi g.

The Case for Medium Reps (8-12)
I—as well as other personal trainers—recommend the workout regimes with medium reps for our
clients to take advantage of. It is because using a challenging weight while also giving your muscles
adequate time under stress is the way to go, especially if you are willing to put on some muscle. The
larger the extent of the muscle damage, the more your muscles will be able to grow. Be advised,
however, that you will need to consumer the right kind of nutrients also.
When it comes to muscle building, workouts with medium reps is most certainly the way to go!
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Chapter 8: Why Progressive Overload Is the Way to Grow

O e of the o st sights that I’ e see —as a personal trainer—is that of a person who does the same
exercises, with the same resistance, day in and day out. Why is this so? It is because such a workout
routine will do your body absolutely no good, considering how the e’s o halle ge posed to ou od .
The technique of progressive overload is, therefore, what personal trainers like me preach to our clients.
Here are some of the ways in which this can be accomplished:

Increase the Resistance
One of the first methods that I recommend by clients for going about progressive overload is through
the increase in load. If a certain weight has gotten a bit too comfortable for you to handle then it is
advisable for you to move on to a heavier load, so that you might be able to get the most out of your
workout sessions.

Increase the Reps
You can even consider increasing the number of reps in an exercise, as part of the progressive overload,
rather than the weight. However, it is important to be advised that this technique will not always work.
It is because the prescribed number of reps for building muscles if 8-12. If you exceed this, as part of
your progressive overload, then you will find yourself focusing on muscle endurance rather than the
growth of the muscles.
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Decrease Rest Time
As a personal trainer, I get surprised by the lengths of the breaks some people take between sets. While
it is recommended to take shorter breaks in between sets anyways, it can be done as a part of your
progressive overload as well. Fitness enthusiasts should consider shorter breaks in between exercises, so
that they can be finished in a shorter span of time. This will make your body more metabolically
efficient.
Remember: if you are looking to build some muscle, posing a challenge to your muscles is the only way
to go about it. Incorporating the habit of progressive overload into your workout routines will do
o de s fo e su i g that the e’s a challenge waiting for your muscles every time you hit the gym!
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Chapter 9: The Myth of Muscle Toning

O e
ea s as a pe so al t ai e , he e e I ha e asked the uestio of d ea ph si ue to
clients, a majority of them have replied saying that they are looking for a toned body. However, it is a
pity, at times, to see that they end up taking the wrong approach for it. Here are some of the myths that
are attached with muscle toning and what you need to do to dispel them:

The Myth of High Repetitions
One of the myths plaguing the minds of fitness enthusiasts lies in their unshakable belief in the power of
high repetitions. As a personal trainer, I can tell you that you NEED to stress your muscles with a
elati el hea
eight if ou’ e illi g to get the to ed. Your sets need to comprise of 8-12
repetitions. If you can perform the 13th ep the do ’t hesitate to i ease the esista e. You d ea of
a toned body depends upon it!

The Myth of Strength Training
A lot of fitness enthusiasts believe that strength training is all they need for getti g a to ed od . I’
he e to tell ou, fo a fa t, that thei assu ptio is fla ed. It is e ause st e gth t ai i g is ’t the o l
requirement for your muscle tone, because it’s of ut ost i po ta e to shed the la e s of fat o e i g
your muscles as well. What this means is that it is essential for your muscle tone that you incorporate
cardio workout into your routine, along with strength training. This will yield the maximum benefits for
your muscle tone.
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Circuit Training
When it comes to toning your muscles, I can tell you from experience that it is important to have a
shorter and more efficient workout. Circuit training can achieve wonders in this regard, owing to how it
does ot gi e ou us les a e te ded eak. A o di g to i uit t ai i g, ou’ e supposed to go f o
one set of an exercise to another set of an exercise that works a different muscle without any rest or
break. You may take a brief rest only after each circuit has been completed. Circuit training can do
wonders for building strength, burning fat and creating a toned muscle look.
It is o e thi g to a t so ethi g a d it’s o pletel a othe to o k i the ight di e tio fo e su i g
that you end up getting it!
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Chapter 10: What Decides Your Macronutrient Ratios?

I, as well as other personal trainers, will tell you that when it comes to the art of bodybuilding, training
is ’t the o l thi g that atte s. In order to truly reap the benefits of bodybuilding, you will need to
e su e that ou’ e dialli g the e a t a o ut ie t atios that ou eed. He e a e so e of the fa to s
that will help you in find the right ratio for you:

Fitness Goals
First of all, you need to decide on the fitness goals that you wish to hit. Are you looking to cut down on
so e fat o to gai so e us le. If ou’ e looki g to do oth, the it is st o gl ad isa le fo ou to
focus on one goal at a time, considering how the procedure becomes much simpler that way. If ou’ e
looking to put o so e us le, fo i sta e, the ou’ll eed to fo us o a diet that has got a highe
quantity of carbohydrates. The goal for fat reduction, on the other hand, will require you to cut down
carbohydrates from your diet to an average of 10%.

Body Type
Your body type also plays an important role in deciding your macronutrient ratios. If you are an
ectomorph, for example, then I would advise you to never go low-end on carbohydrates. Ectomorphs
need carbohydrates to comprise 30% to 60% of their total calorie intake, owing to how their usual need
is the gai i g of us le ass. “i ila o side atio s eed to e ade fo othe od t pes. It’s
recommended for you to consult your personal trainer in this regard.
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Gender
You ge de should also e a o side atio he ou’ e dialli g up ou a o ut ie t atios. Fo
instance, women have more difficulty in burning glycogen as compared to fat. This is the reason why
they can consume larger quantities of carbohydrates and stay in a better shape as compared to men.
According to research, there are a number of gender differences that need to be considered when
de idi g ou a o ut ie t atios. This is the easo h it’s of ut ost i po ta e fo ou to ha e a
expert personal trainer by your side.
The fact of the matter is that all of these factors run hand in hand. For example, an ectomorphic woman
looking to build up muscles will need more carbohydrates as compared to endomorphic men. The
assu ptio of keepi g all else e ual does ’t hold t ue i the s ie e of od uildi g!
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Chapter 11: How to Hit the Right Macronutrients Ratio

It is one thing to find the right macronutrients ratio for your needs, and it is another to benefit from it.
What this ea s is that ou’ll eed to hit those macronutrients targets every, single day if you are to
reap full benefits. Over the years, I have seen people finding it difficult to hit these all important ratios
every day. Here are some of the pieces of advice I give to my clients in this regard:

Plan Your Day
One of the best things that you can do to ensure that you hit your nutritional targets is plan your day in
advance. The importance of planning your meals the first thing in the morning (or even the night before)
can do wonders when it comes to sticking to your macro nutritional ratios. You can even make use of
the offerings of food delivery services in this regard, so that you might be able to stay on track even at
the busiest of times.

Eat Healthy Foods
When it comes to hitting your macronutrient ratios, the fact of the matter is that you need to it while
eating healthy foods. Sweet potatoes, brown rice, broccolis and oats are some of the things that
personal trainers advise in this regard. However, if you have had your share of healthy foods and feel
that ou’ll get si k if ou take a othe ite, the I’d ad ise ou to hit ou goals eati g su h foods that
are not considered as healthy. If you ask me, your macronutrient ratios need to be hit by hook or crook.
With that being said, nothing will benefit you quite like eating healthy!
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Will Yourself
Regardless of whether you have a personal trainer or not, no one can walk the path for you. What this
means is that it will, ultimately, have to be you who’ll ha e to ake the sa ifi e. Hitting the
a o ut ie ts atio e e , si gle da ill ot e a eas feat to a hie e, ut I’ he e to tell ou that
it’s of ut ost i po ta e to the fit ess goals that ou ight ha e. Ulti atel , ou ill eed to ill
ou self th ough if ou a e to ea h the physique of your dreams.
No od said that od uildi g as eas . O e the ou se of ti e, ou’ll ealize that it’s ot the t ai i g
but the need to hit your macronutrient ratios that requires more efforts and discipline.
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Chapter 12: Why High-Intensity Interval Training Is What You Need For
Losing Weight

When it comes to losing weight, I recommend the High-Intensity Interval Training to several of my
lie ts. Wh ? Well, it is e ause the e’s a lot that the HIIT p og a has got to offe fo those ho are
looki g to lose eight. But fi st, let’s fi d out hat HIIT is:

HIIT
In general, HIIT is characterized by work/rest, according to which you are supposed to put in alternate
bursts of activity performed at 90% to 100% of your maximum heart rate. The purpose of the period for
rest is to bring your heart rate back down.
According to my experience as a personal trainer, there are a number of reasons why HIIT has been
proven by research to be so effective. Here is an account of some of them:

The Need for More Energy
After sessions of such intense exercise, it is only natural for your body to burn more calories, right? A
chief reason for this lies in how your body will need to produce higher levels of adenosine triphosphate
to fuel the muscles during such intense exercise sessions.
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The Afterburn Effect
It is of common experience that after sessions of intense working out, your body remains warm for an
extended period of time, similar to a car engine. This is the reason why it continues to burn calories even
afte ou’ e alled uits o ou HIIT sessio fo the da .

Incorporating HIIT into Your Routine
Considering the kind of busy schedules that a majority of us are blessed with, we rarely find some time
off for our bodies. However, the HIIT workout can be incorporated into your life fairly easily. All you
eed to do is e su e that ou’ e shifti g et ee pe iods of high-intensity and low-intensity, and you
can be sure of the fact that you are performing some sort of a HIIT workout. This can be achieved as
simply as walking on treadmill at a challenging pace for sixty seconds and then sitting down to recover
for sixty seconds.
As a fitness enthusiast looking to cut weight, you can take the word of a personal trainer for it: HIIT
workout can achieve wonders for your body goals, provided of course that you remain committed to it!
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Chapter 13: What Governs the Perfect Diet for Weigh Loss?

I have often been asked the question of the perfect diet for weight loss. It comes as a surprise to me
when people spend time at the gym but do not look at what they are eating at dinner time. Here are
some tips on what a good diet for weight loss should comprise of:

Cut Back on Starches and Sugars
O e of the ost i po ta t pie es of ad i e that I’ e got fo fitness enthusiasts who are looking to lose
some weight is that they need to cut down their consumption of sugars and starches. It is because
sugars and starches contain carbohydrates, which can cause a problem or two when it comes to hitting
your fitness goals. Foods that contain sugars and starches stimulate the secretion of insulin. For those of
ou ho do ’t al ead k o , i suli is the ho o e i the hu a od hi h is espo si le fo the
storage of fat. This is the reason why cutting down on sugars and starches is one of the first things that
personal trainers advise such clients who are looking to lose some weight.

Consuming Protein, Fat and Vegetables
Most personal trainers will tell you that all of the meals that you take throughout the day need to
include a protein source, a source of healthy fat and vegetable that is low on carbohydrates. One of the
questions that I commonly face as a personal trainer is about the importance of consumption of fats.
Clients often ask me about why they need to consume fats if they are looking to cut some fat in the first
place. Well, the answer to this question lies in how a diet that is low on both carbohydrates and fats is a
certain recipe for failure, owing to how it will make you feel miserable. The consumption of healthy fats
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will not be a cause of concern, if you think about it actually. Remember: it is the trans-fats that you need
to avoid.

Eat Whole and Unprocessed Foods
When it comes to the cutting of weight, nothing can benefit a fitness enthusiast quite like the foods that
are mostly whole. Processed foods are, usually, very high on carbohydrates which, as we have already
discussed, can spell disaster. Foods that are mostly whole are not only healthier but more filling as well.
Basing your meals on whole foods is less likely to cause overeating. One of the advices that I give to my
clients, in this regard, is to stay away from fast foods at all possible costs. Nothing—and I mean
nothing—can hurt your weight cutting program quite like the consumption of fast foods.
It might seem like a struggle at times, but remember: everything in life comes at a price!
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Chapter 14: Good Options for Your HIIT Workouts

We have talked about the benefits of HIIT workouts, but what options do you have for the incorporation
of HIIT into your daily lives? Well, over the course of time, I have found the following options to work for
just about all kinds of fitness enthusiasts:

Walking and Sprinting
This is the option that personal trainers advise to beginners. This option for HIIT workout requires you to
have a 30 second walk followed by a 30 second sprint. It is advisable to repeat this sequence about 8 to
10 times in order to feel the real burn of HIIT. The beginners will probably be feeling like death by the
time they are taking their third or fourth sprints. It is imperative, however, for them to push through this
period if they wish to truly reap the benefits that this wonderful routine has got to offer.

Infinite Pushups
Pe so all , I’ e fou d the HIIT outi e ith i fi ite ou ds of pushups to be the most fun of the lot. In
order to make it work, you will need to perform 10 pushups at a time, followed by a rest time of 30
seconds. This sequence is supposed to be repeated until you can complete rounds of 10 pushups no
more. As you get more experienced with this routine, it is advisable to reduce the rest time from 30
seconds to 15 seconds, for it will increase the difficulty manifold. On top of being wonderful for HIIT
workout, this routine will also give you the benefits of strength training.
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Sit Up and Jump
This—according to most personal trainers—is one for the athletes. You are supposed to perform 10 sit
ups, stand up and then perform 10 vertical leaps. A word of advice: think of yourself as a spring while
doing this, remembering to go all the way down while you are preparing to jump as high as possible.
One the routine has been completed; you have earned yourself a rest period of 30 seconds. This
sequence is supposed to be performed until you can complete it no longer, and you have got yourself a
wonderful HIIT workout.
If you are expecting results from the HIIT workout, I—as a personal trainer—am here to tell you that you
will NEED to be committed to the option that you choose wholeheartedly. Remember: commitment is
the key!
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Chapter 15: The Secret to Muscle Building: Protein

Almost all personal trainers advise their clients to consume protein for building muscles. However, it is a
surprise to me that clients never inquire about the reasons why the consumption of protein is so
important. With that being said, here are some of the benefits that make protein so important for
building muscles:

ATP Energy
To put it simply, ATP is the form of energy which is required by your muscles to work. Without ATP, your
muscles will be unable to o t a t, ea i g that ou ill e u a le to lift to ou hea t’s o te t
whenever you hit the gym. Protein provides your muscles with this ATP energy which—as we have just
discovered—is imperative for you to have an intense session of working out.

Reduced Muscle Catabolism
When you are performing low intensity exercises—such as cycling and jogging—your body burns all
available energy so that you can keep up with the energy requirements of the workout. If your lean,
uilt up us les ha e ’t ee used i a while, therefore, your body treats it as extra energy and burns
them for energy. The consumption of protein signals to your body that these muscles that you have
o ked so ha d o a e ot so ethi g e t a a d should ot e u ed. What this ea s is that during
cardiovascular workouts, your muscles will be spared and you will end up burning even more fats.
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Muscle Recovery
We all know how the purpose of intense gym sessions is the absolute destruction of muscle tissues,
right? Well, what most people miss—from my experience—is the need for the muscles to recover if they
are to truly grow. When it comes to the recovery of muscles, I—as a personal trainer—can tell you that
nothing is more needed than protein. Not only is protein necessary for the recovery of the muscles, but
it is also essential when it comes to the expansion of muscle fibres.
When you take it all into perspective, you have got to say that protein is the number one requirement
for people who are looking to build up their muscles.
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Chapter 16: The Four Strength Training Movement Types

One of the greatest confusions that I have seen people face—through my years as a personal trainer—is
regarding the ranges of motion in strength training. Clients struggle with the different ranges of motion
that are a part of strength and end up in a pickle. This is the reason why I feel there is a need to expound
upon the different movement types in strength training and what they have got to offer:

Full Range of Motion
When it comes to the usage of full range of motion in strength training, it refers to the movement of a
muscle to its anatomical limits during any given exercise. The biggest benefit that the full range of
motion has got to offer lies in how works out the muscle in its entirety. This is particularly important for
such individuals who need to makeover the entire muscle, since going through the full motion will grant
a better balance of the muscles and joints stability.

Partial Range of Motion
If you stop short of a full range of motion, during any given exercise, then you are performing a partial
range of motion. The shortening can be done from either, or both, ends. I usually advise the usage of
partial range of motion to such individuals who are looking for growth in strength and muscle size. This
is because the employment of the partial range of motion during strength training fills the muscle fibres
with more blood, which results into a better pump. Muscle pump, as we all know, is not only wonderful
fo a pe so ’s estee
ut fo the us le g o th as ell.
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Eccentric Movements
Eccentric movements, in my opinion, are one of the best tools available for strength building. During the
downward half of an exercise, your muscle are lengthening instead of contracting, meaning that stress is
being released. The idea of performing eccentric movements lies in slowing down this half of the move,
so that your muscles can be stressed for a longer duration of time. If you think about it, eccentric
movements require you to utilize the time under tension better, so that you might get superior gains in
muscles.

Isometric Holds
One of the first techniques that I usually teach to the beginners of strength training is that of isometric
holds. The idea of isometric holds is to stay perfectly still in the middle of an exercise. This can
accomplish wonders for such fitness enthusiasts who are struggling to master the art of performing
exercises with the proper shape and form. Isometric holds can be performed by holding a position, for
the purpose of increasing strength at that particular angle of joint and position. Wall sits and planks are
excellent examples of isometric holds.
It’s o e thi g to ha e k o ledge a d it is a othe to i ple e t it i o kouts. This is the easo h it
is recommended for you to have a personal trainer by your side, especially when it comes to strength
training.
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Chapter 17: How to Bring Your Body into Sync

I, as well as other personal trainers, can tell you that your ideal body does not lie on the extremes. What
this means is that you need to hit the right balance with your body, if you wish for it to be in the perfect
shape. This is the reason why I found it important to instruct everyday Joes on the phases involved in
getting your body into sync:

Mass Gaining
The first phase of getting your body into sync is that of mass gaining. Regardless of how much you might
detest your fat, you are going to need lean, solid mass if you wish to hit the right balance when it comes
to your body. When it comes to reaching the goal of increased muscle size, two factors are of utmost
importance: exercise and diet. You will not only need to incorporate the right exercises into your
exercise routine, but you will also need to ensure that you have got a surplus of calories for your body to
work with. Over the years, I have found people with ectomorphic body types to have the most trouble
with this phase, which is the reason why it is advisable for them to have a personal trainer by their side.

Fat Cutting
Once you have achieved adequate mass gains, it is time for you to focus on cutting fat. This can be best
achieved through high volume training and a calorie deficit. What this means is that you will be
performing high volume training at a calorie deficit, because it will cause your body to burn more fat for
the purpose of keeping up with the intensity of the workout. From experience and research, I have
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fou d e to o phs to eeze th ough this phase, o i g to ho the do ’t ha e u h e ess fat to
contend with in the first place. Endomorphs, however, face a different kind of difficulty altogether and,
usually, require a lot of time before their efforts bear results. It is important, therefore, to be patient.

Maintenance
Once you have brought your body into sync through mass gaining and fat cutting (well done!), it is
important to keep it that way or all of your efforts will be wasted. When you talk about the maintenance
phase, here is the piece of advice that I have found to be the most effective: work smart, not hard! What
this means is that it would be foolish to carry on with the same intensity of training, as was the case with
the mass gaining stage. In the maintenance phase, you need to train in periods and with lower volumes.
Whe it o es to i gi g ou od i to s , it’s a fa t that hitti g the right balance can be difficult
without professional help, owing to the intricacies involved. This is the reason why it is advisable to
make the most of your efforts by having a personal trainer at your side!
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Chapter 18: How to Deal with Tight Hamstrings

One of the most common fitness problems that I see with people, nowadays, is that of tight hamstring,
owing to their poor fitness habits. Whatever the cause might be, the fact of the matter is that taking
care of your tight hamstrings is easier than what you might have initially imagined, since all you need is a
barbell. One of the most common exercises that personal trainers recommend for dealing with tight
ha st i gs is the Good Mo i g . Pe fo i g good mornings can do wonders for adding strength to
your back and hamstrings.
You might be faced with a scenario, however, where your hamstrings are unbearably tight. Under such a
scenario, you are advised to consider the following options for a more aggressive stretch:

The Stance
When it comes to the good morning exercise, believe me when I say that your stance is of extreme
importance. It is advisable to not perform good mornings with the same stance too often, considering
how changing the stance will be beneficial for recruiting each of the three different hamstring muscles.
The stance will vary highly from person to person, so it is imperative to experiment often with your
personal trainer.

Less Knee Bend
I, as a personal trainer, never advise my clients to lock their knees when performing their good
mornings. However, your good mornings are NOT supposed to look like squats. If they do, then it is
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advisable for you to get your knees a bit straighter. On some occasions, however, decreasing the bend in
the knees will not be as easy. It is recommended, therefore, for you to reduce the weight so that you are
able to straighten the knees in an easier manner.

Change the Way You Stand
I often advise my clients to pre-stretch their hamstrings, when performing their good mornings. One of
the most effective manners in which this can be achieved is through incorporating a change in the
manner you stand. A technique which I teach my clients is that of standing on their heels for the
purpose of elevating their toes, when performing good mornings on a rubber mat. This will increase the
level of stress felt by your hamstrings in a normal range of motion. On top of that, it will also cause a
higher recruitment of the hamstrings, making your good mornings extra effective.
The thing with incorporating variations in an exercise is to not only make them more effective but easier
as well. It is effective, therefore, to work with your personal trainer to find the kind of variation that
works wonders for you!
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Chapter 19: How to Take Care of Your Tight Hip Flexors

If you suffer from a problem of tight hip flexor, then there are a number of routes that you can consider
to take. I, as a personal trainer, have chosen to place my faith in Bulgarian split squats for this purpose.
It is a fact that Bulgarian split squats is one of the most hated exercises in the world of fitness, but that
does not mean that they are not effective. For the purpose of using the Bulgarian split squats for the
purpose of dealing with your tight hip flexors, I would recommend you to incorporate the following
adjustments:

The Height of the Bench
One of the first adjustments that I recommend to my clients is in the height of the bench. Raising the
height of the bench by a few inches—achieved easily by placing weights underneath the bench—will do
wonders for making the ROM larger while ensuring that your leg is pre-stretched. Doing this, however,
will make the exercise tougher and might require you to cut down on some of the weights. It is
necessary to remember to not go overboard while increasing the height of the bench. A few inches
means a few inches!

Take the Long-Stance
In order to increase the hip separation at the bottom, I—as a personal trainer—advise my clients to
increase the distance between the working leg and the bench. The increased hip separation will result
into a greater stretch which is exactly what we need for dealing with our tightened hip flexors. However,
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be advised that the increase in the distance between the working leg and the bench will demand a lot
more effort from your hamstrings. Make sure that your hamstrings can handle it!

Elevate the Front Foot
Elevating your front foot is, perhaps, the easiest tweak that you can make for getting the most out of
your Bulgarian split squats. I recommend it to my clients, owing to how it makes room for a higher range
of downward motion. The higher the range of motion, the more effective will the exercise be for your
tight hip flexors.
Regardless of the benefits it has got to offer, the fact of the matter is that the Bulgarian split squats is a
tough exercise to master. Fitness enthusiasts—especially the beginners—are discouraged from
performing this exercise without a personal trainer by their side, therefore.
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